Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The Satisfiability (SAT) and Maximum Satisfiability (MaxSAT) problems are central in computer science. SAT is the problem of, given a CNF formula, deciding if it has an assignment of 0/1 values that satisfy the formula. MaxSAT is the optimization version of SAT. Given a CNF formula, we want to know what is the maximum number of clauses that can be satisfied by an assignment. SAT and the decision version of MaxSAT are NP-Complete. Problems in many different areas like planning, computational biology, circuit design and verification, etc. can be solved by encoding them into SAT or MaxSAT, and then using a SAT or MaxSAT solver.

Resolution based SAT solvers can handle huge industrial formulas successfully, but on the other hand, seemingly easy tautologies like the Pigeonhole Principle require exponentially long Resolution refutations \[[@CR8]\]. An important research direction is to implement SAT solvers based on stronger proof systems than Resolution. To be able to do that, the proof systems should not be too strong, given that the stronger a proof system is, the harder it is to find efficient algorithms to find refutations for the formulas. This is related to the notion of automatizability \[[@CR2], [@CR5]\].

In the last few years, a number of proof systems somewhat stronger than Resolution have been defined. Among them are MaxSAT Resolution with Extension \[[@CR13]\], Circular Resolution \[[@CR1]\], Dual-Rail MaxSAT \[[@CR9]\], Weighted Dual-Rail MaxSAT \[[@CR3], [@CR14]\] and Sheraly-Adams proof system \[[@CR7], [@CR15]\]. All these systems have polynomial size proofs of formulas like the Pigeonhole Principle. Atserias and Lauria \[[@CR1]\] showed that Circular Resolution is equivalent to the Sheraly-Adams proof system. Larrosa and Rollón \[[@CR13]\] showed that MaxSAT Resolution with Extension can simulate Dual-Rail MaxSAT. In this paper, we show that MaxSAT Resolution with Extension is equivalent to Circular Resolution. This equivalence is parametric on the set of inference rules used by both proof systems.

Both Circular Resolution and MaxSAT Resolution with Extension use a rule called [Split]{.smallcaps} or [Extension]{.smallcaps}, where from a clause *A*, we can obtain both $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$A\vee \lnot x$$\end{document}$. We can add a restriction on this rule, and therefore on the proof system. If we bound the number of literals of *A* to be used in the split rule by *k*, for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k\ge 0$$\end{document}$, we can talk about *MaxSAT Resolution with k-Extension*, or about *k-Circular Resolution*. In the present article, we also prove the equivalence of both systems, k-Circular Resolution and MaxSAT Resolution with k-Extensions, and improve the result of \[[@CR13]\], proving that these restricted proof systems can also simulate Dual-Rail MaxSAT and Weighted Dual-Rail MaxSAT.

This paper proceeds as follows. In the preliminary Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} we introduce Circular, Weighted and Dual-Rail proofs. In Sect. [3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}, we prove some basic facts about these proof systems. The equivalence of Circular Resolution and MaxSAT Resolution with Extension is proved in Sect. [4](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}. In Sect. [5](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}, we describe a restriction of these two proof systems, show that they are equivalent, and prove that they can simulate Weighted Dual-Rail MaxSAT.

Preliminaries {#Sec2}
=============
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {F}=\{(A_1,u_1),\dots ,(A_r,u_r)\}$$\end{document}$, where the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$u_i$$\end{document}$'s are finite (positive or negative) integers. These integers $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$u_i$$\end{document}$, when positive, describe the number of occurrences of the clause $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$A_i$$\end{document}$. When they are negative, as we will see, they represent the obligation to prove these clauses in the future. Notice also that we do not require $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$i\ne j$$\end{document}$, thus we deal with multisets. We say that two weighted formulas are (fold-unfold) equivalent, noted $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sum _{(A,u)\in \mathcal {F}_1}u=\sum _{(A,v)\in \mathcal {F}_2}v$$\end{document}$. Notice that, contrarily to traditional Partial MaxSAT formulas, we do not use clauses with infinite weight.

An inference rule is given by a multi-set of antecedent clauses and a multi-set of consequent clauses where any truth assignment that satisfies all the antecedents, also satisfies all the consequent clauses. Notice that the [MaxSAT Resolution]{.smallcaps} rule was originally proposed to solve MaxSAT, and therefore, it satisfies additional properties. The rule preserves the number of unsatisfied clauses, for any assignment. Here, following the original idea of Ignatiev et al. \[[@CR9]\], we use these MaxSAT techniques to solve SAT.

Definition 1 {#FPar1}
------------

These are some examples of inference rules defined in the literature (with possibly different names):
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*where, in the* [MaxSAT Resolution]{.smallcaps} *rule*, *if* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{A}$$\end{document}$ *denotes the set of* \|*A*\| *clauses* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x_1\vee \dots \vee x_{r-1}\vee \lnot x_r\}$$\end{document}$.

Notice that, in the previous definition, [Symmetric Cut]{.smallcaps} is a special case of [Cut]{.smallcaps} where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$A=B$$\end{document}$. Similarly, it is also a special case of [MaxSAT Resolution]{.smallcaps} where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x\vee A\vee \overline{A}$$\end{document}$ only contain tautologies that are removed. Notice that [0-Split]{.smallcaps} can be generalized to the [k-Split]{.smallcaps} rule where [Split]{.smallcaps} is applied only to clauses *A* of length at most *k*. Below, we will also see that [Split]{.smallcaps} and [Extension]{.smallcaps} (defined in Sect. [3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}) are in essence the same inference rule.
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal R$$\end{document}$ of inference rules, a set of hypotheses $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal H$$\end{document}$ and a goal *C*, a *proof of* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {H}\vdash C$$\end{document}$ is a finite sequence of formulas that starts with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal H$$\end{document}$, ends in *C*, and such that any other formula is one of the consequent of an inference rule in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal R$$\end{document}$ whose antecedents are earlier in the sequence. These proofs can naturally be represented as bipartite DAGs, where nodes are either formulas or inference rules and edges denote the occurrence of a formula in the antecedents or the consequent of the rule.

In this paper we consider three distinct more complicated notions of *proof*, or proof systems: *Circular resolution* \[[@CR1]\], *MaxSAT Resolution with Extension* \[[@CR13]\], and *Dual-Rail MaxSAT* \[[@CR9]\] or its generalization *Weighted Dual-Rail MaxSAT* \[[@CR3]\].

All these proof systems will share the same inference rules, but they will use them in distinct ways (despite they have the same name). Thus, for instance, in the weighted context, the [Cut]{.smallcaps} rule will *replace* the premises $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$A\vee B$$\end{document}$. Therefore, in the weighted context, after the application of the cut, these premises are no longer available for further cuts.

All these proof systems are able to prove the Pigeonhole Principle in polynomial size. In this paper we will study the relative power of these proof systems.

Circular Proofs {#Sec3}
---------------

First, we introduce *Circular Proofs* as defined by Atserias and Lauria \[[@CR1]\]:

### Definition 2 (Circular Proof) {#FPar2}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {H}\vdash C\!$$\end{document}$ is a bipartite directed graph (*I*, *J*, *E*) where nodes are either inference rules ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$A\rightarrow R\in E$$\end{document}$ denotes the occurrence of clause *A* in the antecedents of rule *R* and edges $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R\rightarrow A\in E$$\end{document}$ the occurrence of clause *A* in the consequent of *R*.
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                \begin{document}$$Flow:I\rightarrow \mathbb {N}^+$$\end{document}$ to the rules, we define the *balance* of the clause as:where and are the sets of neighbours of a node.

In order to ensure soundness of a circular proof, it is required the existence of a *flow assignment* satisfying $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Atserias and Lauria \[[@CR1]\] define *Circular Resolution* as the circular proof system where the set of inference rules is fixed to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal R=\{\textsc {Axiom},\, \textsc {Symmetric}\, \textsc {Cut}, \textsc {Split}\}$$\end{document}$ and prove its soundness.

We will assume that the set of inference rules allows us to construct a constant size circular proof where formula *A* is derivable from *A* in one or more steps. The inference rule [Axiom]{.smallcaps} is included in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {R}$$\end{document}$ for this purpose (in the third proof of Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x\vee \lnot x$$\end{document}$ is proved, which shows that [Axiom]{.smallcaps} rule is indeed not necessary). If *A* is the empty clause, we can use the [Split]{.smallcaps} rule or even the [0-split]{.smallcaps} rule and the [Cut]{.smallcaps} or the [Symmetric Cut]{.smallcaps} rules. If *A* is of the form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$A=x\vee A'$$\end{document}$, we have two possibilities, as shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1.Three ways to proof *A* from *A*.

The *length* of a proof is defined as the number of nodes of the bipartite graph.

Weighted Proofs {#Sec4}
---------------

Second, we also introduce *Weighted Proofs*, following the ideas of Larrosa and Heras \[[@CR12]\] and Bonet et al. \[[@CR4], [@CR6]\] for positive weights and Larrosa and Rollón \[[@CR13]\] for positive and negative weights. The main idea is that, when we apply an inference rule, we *replace* the antecedents by the consequent, instead of *adding* the consequent to the set of proved formulas. As a consequence, formulas cannot be *reused*. This is similar to the definition of *Read Once Resolution* \[[@CR10]\]. We use weighted formulas, i.e. multi-sets of clauses instead of sets of clauses and, or more compactly, pairs (*A*, *u*) where integer *u* represents the number of occurrences of clause *A*. This makes sense since non-reusability of clauses implies that it is not the same having one or two copies of the same clause. Allowing the use of negative weights, we can represent clauses that are not proved yet and will be proved later. Notice that these proof systems were originally designed to solve MaxSAT. Here, we use them to construct proofs of SAT problems. Hence, the original formulas are unweighted, and we only use weighted formulas in the proofs.

### Definition 3 (Weighted Proof) {#FPar3}
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                \begin{document}$$u>0$$\end{document}$, and possibly other clauses, all of them with positive weight.For every proof step $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Alternatively, fold-unfold steps may be defined as the application of the [Fold]{.smallcaps} and [Unfold]{.smallcaps} rules defined as: Notice that, in regular steps, weights are positive integers. Instead, in the Fold and Unfold rules, *u* and *v* can be negative. Clauses with weight zero are freely removed from the formula, as well as tautological clauses $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x\vee \lnot x\vee A$$\end{document}$. Notice that only one fold-unfold step is necessary between two regular steps, just to get (*A*, *u*) for every antecedent *A* of the next regular step, *u* being the weight of this next step. Moreover, only a constant-bounded number of [Fold]{.smallcaps} and [Unfold]{.smallcaps} rule applications is needed in this fold-unfold step. This motivates the definition of the *length of a proof* as its number of regular steps.

Larrosa and Heras \[[@CR12]\] define *MaxSAT Resolution* as a method to solve MaxSAT using positive weighted proofs with the [MaxSAT Resolution]{.smallcaps} rule. Bonet et al. \[[@CR4], [@CR6]\] prove the completeness of this method for MaxSAT. The method is complete even if we restrict the hypotheses $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Lemma 1 {#FPar5}
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The union of rule sets closed under subsumption is closed under subsumption.

Weighted Dual-Rail Proofs {#Sec5}
-------------------------

Third, we introduce the notion of *Weighted Dual-Rail Proofs* introduced by Bonet et al. \[[@CR3]\] based on the notion of *Dual-Rail Proofs* introduced in \[[@CR9]\]. Weighted Dual-Rail MaxSAT proofs may be seen as a special case of weighted proofs where all clause weights along the proof are positive.
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### Definition 5 (Weighted Dual-Rail Proof) {#FPar6}
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Notice that, contrarily to generic weighted proofs, here weights are all positive. Notice also that, since weights $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Basic Facts {#Sec6}
===========

In this section we prove that MaxSAT Resolution with Extension \[[@CR13]\] may be formulated in different but equivalent ways.

First, notice that the [Extension]{.smallcaps} rule, defined in \[[@CR13]\]:

![](495779_1_En_13_Figc_HTML){#MO6}

does not fit to the weighted proof scheme (not all consequent formulas have the same weight in the inference rule). However, it is easy to prove that, in the construction of weighted proofs, this rule is equivalent to the [Split]{.smallcaps} rule:

Lemma 2 {#FPar7}
-------

The [Split]{.smallcaps} and [Extension]{.smallcaps} rules are equivalent in weighted proof systems.

Proof {#FPar8}
-----

We can simulate a step of [Split]{.smallcaps} as: Conversely, we can simulate a step of [Extension]{.smallcaps} as:    $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Second, we will prove that MaxSAT Resolution with Extension may be formulated using the [Symmetric Cut]{.smallcaps} rule instead of the [MaxSAT Resolution]{.smallcaps} rule. As we have already said, the [Symmetric Cut]{.smallcaps} rule is a special case of the [MaxSAT Resolution]{.smallcaps} rule, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x\vee A\vee \lnot B$$\end{document}$ disappear (see comments after Definition [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}). Interestingly, this limited form of MaxSAT Resolution is polynomially equivalent to the normal MaxSAT Resolution in the presence of [Split]{.smallcaps} (or equivalently [Extension]{.smallcaps}).

Lemma 3 {#FPar9}
-------
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Proof {#FPar10}
-----

[Symmetric Cut]{.smallcaps} is a particular case of [MaxSAT resolution]{.smallcaps}, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the opposite direction, we have to see how to simulate one step of [MaxSAT resolution]{.smallcaps} with a linear number of [Symmetric Cut]{.smallcaps} and [Split]{.smallcaps} steps. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Notice that in the previous proof, the equivalence doesn't follow for the subsystem where the number of literals on the formula performing the [Split]{.smallcaps} is bounded. So the previous argument does not show the equivalence between [MaxSAT Resolution]{.smallcaps} plus [k-Split]{.smallcaps} and [Symmetric Cut]{.smallcaps} plus [k-Split]{.smallcaps}.

Lemmas [2](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"} and [3](#FPar9){ref-type="sec"} allow us to conclude:

Corollary 1 {#FPar11}
-----------

MaxSAT Resolution with Extension \[[@CR13]\] is equivalent to weighted proofs using rules $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {R}$$\end{document}$ in Corollary [1](#FPar11){ref-type="sec"} are precisely the rules used to define Circular Resolution \[[@CR1]\] (except for the use of the [Axiom]{.smallcaps} rule that is added for a minor technical reason). This simplifies the proof of equivalence of both proof systems.

Equivalence of Circular Resolution and MaxSAT Resolution with Extension {#Sec7}
=======================================================================

In this Section we will prove a more general result: the equivalence between a proof system based on circular proofs with a set of inference rules $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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First we prove the more difficult direction, how we can simulate a circular proof with a weighted proof.

Lemma 4 {#FPar12}
-------

Weighted proofs polynomially simulate Circular proofs using the same set of inference rules.

Proof {#FPar13}
-----
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Now, we will prove that this is really a weighted proof.
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Example 1 {#FPar14}
---------

Consider the third circular proof of Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. We construct the corresponding weighted proof, as described in the proof of Lemma [4](#FPar12){ref-type="sec"}, where nodes are ordered from top to bottom according to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 5 {#FPar15}
-------

Circular proofs polynomially simulate weighted proofs using the same set of inference rules.

Proof {#FPar16}
-----
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Corollary 2 {#FPar17}
-----------

MaxSAT Resolution with Extension and Circular Resolution are polynomially equivalent proof systems.

Proof {#FPar18}
-----

From Lemmas [2](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"}, [3](#FPar9){ref-type="sec"}, [4](#FPar12){ref-type="sec"} and [5](#FPar15){ref-type="sec"}.    $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Systems that Simulate Dual-Rail MaxSAT {#Sec8}
======================================

In this Section, we analyze proof systems weaker than Circular Resolution and MaxSAT Resolution with Extension. We replace the [Split]{.smallcaps} rule by the [0-Split]{.smallcaps} rule. Relaxing this rule forces us to use the non-symmetric version of the cut rules, as the following example suggests.

Example 2 {#FPar19}
---------

Weighted proofs and circular proofs using $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The previous example suggests that we cannot base a complete proof system in the [Symmetric Cut]{.smallcaps} rule, when we restrict the power of the [Split]{.smallcaps} rule. The natural question is how to compare the power of the [Cut]{.smallcaps} and the [MaxSAT Resolution]{.smallcaps} rule, when we are in the context of weighted proofs, and the rules replace the premises by the conclusions.

Example 3 {#FPar20}
---------
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Assigning weight one to all the hypotheses clauses we can deduce the empty clause with weight one using [MaxSAT Resolution]{.smallcaps}:In the first step of this proof, since we are working with weighted proofs, after using $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To simulate such a step with the [Cut]{.smallcaps} in the replacement form, we also use $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lnot x\vee \lnot y$$\end{document}$. Repeating the same idea for the rest of the steps, we obtain the following proof with the [Cut]{.smallcaps} in the context of replacement rule with weights:In this example, a deeper reorganization of the proof (cutting first *y* and then *x*) allows us to derive the empty clause with weights one for all the premises:However, this is not always possible. For some unsatisfiable formulas, if we assign weight one to all the premises, we cannot obtain the empty clause using the [Cut]{.smallcaps} rule replacing premises by conclusions. This fact is deeply related to the incompleteness of the *Read Once Resolution* \[[@CR10]\]. For instance, consider the unsatisfiable formula $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\{x_1\vee x_2,\ x_3\vee x_4, \lnot x_1\vee \lnot x_3,\ \lnot x_1\vee \lnot x_4,\ \lnot x_2\vee \lnot x_3,\ \lnot x_2\vee \lnot x_4\}$$\end{document}$ from \[[@CR11]\]. In the context of weighted proofs, using the replacement [Cut]{.smallcaps} rule, we need to start with clauses with weight bigger than one in order to prove unsatisfiability. On the other hand, using [MaxSAT Resolution]{.smallcaps} all hypotheses may have weight one, since Bonet et al. \[[@CR4], [@CR6]\] prove that, for any unsatisfiable formula, we can derive the empty clause with the [MaxSAT Resolution]{.smallcaps} rule and weight one for all the premises.

The previous example suggests us how we can simulate a weighted proof using [MaxSAT Resolution]{.smallcaps} with a weighted proof using [Cut]{.smallcaps}, at the cost of increasing the weights of the initial clauses.

Lemma 6 {#FPar21}
-------
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Proof {#FPar22}
-----

In one direction the proof is trivial, since [MaxSAT Resolution]{.smallcaps} has the same consequent as the [Cut]{.smallcaps} rule plus some additional clauses.

In the other direction, let *n* be the number of variables of the formula. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Notice that the length of the proof is multiplied by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Corollary 3 {#FPar23}
-----------

  The circular proofs system using $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof {#FPar24}
-----

From Lemma [6](#FPar21){ref-type="sec"} and Lemmas [4](#FPar12){ref-type="sec"} and [5](#FPar15){ref-type="sec"}.

In \[[@CR13]\], it is proved that MaxSAT Resolution with Extension can simulate Dual-Rail MaxSAT. Next we prove that even using [0-Split]{.smallcaps} instead of [Split]{.smallcaps}, it can simulate Weighted Dual-Rail, and as a consequence the weaker system Dual-Rail MaxSAT.

Theorem 1 {#FPar25}
---------
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Proof {#FPar26}
-----
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Corollary 4 {#FPar27}
-----------
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Proof {#FPar28}
-----

Weighted Dual-Rail MaxSAT is polynomially simulated by weighted proofs using $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusions {#Sec9}
===========

We have shown how circular proofs and weighted proofs (with positive and negative weights), both parametric in the set of inference rules, are equivalent proof systems. We have also shown that if [Split]{.smallcaps} is one of such inference rules, then it does not matter if the other rule is [Cut]{.smallcaps}, [MaxSAT Resolution]{.smallcaps} or [Symmetric Cut]{.smallcaps}. In all the cases, we get polynomially equivalent proof systems. This proves the equivalence of Circular Resolution \[[@CR1]\] and MaxSAT Resolution with extensions \[[@CR13]\].

In these formalisms, if we restrict the [Split]{.smallcaps} rule to clauses of length zero (as ), together with the [Cut]{.smallcaps} rule, we still get a strong enough proof system enable to simulate Weighted Dual-Rail MaxSAT \[[@CR3], [@CR9]\] and to get polynomial proofs of the pigeonhole principle.

We keep the name *formula* for consistency with the original definition, although they are really *clauses*.

Linear in the number of variables of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$F_1$$\end{document}$.
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